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3- Who is “we”?
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>Population studies:
  -few detection will enable sensible astrophysical 
   statements about MBH seeds and cosmic growth
  -test made mainly on a discrete set of models  
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 the science?

-Need financial support and a clear plan for eLISA related activity:
           --->Partially support activity of students/postdoc
           --->Travels and meetings

-Without money/programmatic it is hard to ask people to work on      
 related topics 
      --->Example 1: good students in Milan Paris absorbed by Euclid
      --->Example 2: European proposal mentioning eLISA killed

-Hard to identify a core group that can take the burden of this            
 commitment          



Topics which are not directly dependent on eLISA: 
-Observational searches of MBH binaries
  (Dotti, Colpi, Montuori, Decarli, Tsalmantza, Eracleous)  

-Modelling of MBH binary dynamics in stellar and gas environments
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-Cosmological models of MBH formation (seeds) and growth 
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-Cosmological models of MBH formation (seeds) and growth 
  (Volonteri, Rossi, Barausse, White group at MPA, Durham group)

Can we get a larger reach among them?
-Support these activities---> e.g. collaboration meetings (but money)
-Get in touch with the community making clear what is going on        
 within ESA, and what is a 'realistic' timeline for eLISA
-Advocate eLISA/GWs at meetings and conferences
-Ask to mention in their paper the potential impact for eLISA/GW       
 science of their studies  
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